ABSTRACT The aim of this paper is to design an adaptive interaction controller to deal with compliant base robotic systems executing interaction tasks (e.g., assembly tasks). The main goal of such controller is to avoid the force-overshoots while compensating the robot base dynamics. The proposed controller does not require any modeling/estimation of the environment dynamics, neither of the compliant robot base dynamics. In fact, based on the impedance control, the proposed controller is capable to online adapt its parameters to track a reference force. The stability of the proposed controller has been proven. The proposed controller has been applied to an industrial scenario. In particular, an assembly task has been selected to validate the control performance. A KUKA iiwa 14 R820 manipulator mounted on a compliant robot base (implementing different dynamic behaviors) and equipped with a Robotiq gripper has been used. The experimental results show the achieved control performance. The results have also been compared with the previous designed control methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of industrial lightweight robots in industrial interaction tasks (such as assembly tasks) is increasing. In fact, such robots allow to establish a safe and controlled interaction with the environment [1] . Additionally, in order to improve the flexibility of the industrial plant, such manipulators are often mounted on mobile structures [2] . Such mountings cannot be considered as rigid, and introduce a degree of elasticity at the robot base, affecting the interaction dynamics [3] .
A. INTERACTION CONTROL
Impedance [4] , [5] based controllers can be adopted in order to implement a required robot dynimics while allowing the tracking of a specific position/force. Many works have been developed adapting the impedance control parameters (i.e., setpoint, stiffness and damping) on the basis of the robot measurements (i.e., poitions/velocities and/or forces). Such algorithms can be divided in two main approaches: (a) set-point deformation [6] - [8] and (b) variable impedance adaptation [8] - [10] .
While in class (a) algorithms the impedance control setpoint is modified on the base of the estimated environment stiffness and of the force-tracking error, in class (b) methods introduce the modification of the impedance parameters during the task execution, mainly exploiting gain-scheduling strategies that select the stiffness and damping parameters from a pre-calculated set on the basis of the current state of the robot. Commonly, (a) approaches maintain a constant dynamic behavior of the robot (resulting in limited controllers bandwidth). (b) approaches are used in tasks with a stationary, known and structured environment, adapting the bandwidth of the controllers on the basis of the measured interaction.
B. COMPENSATION OF THE ROBOT BASE DYNAMICS
Compliant robot base applications (including mobile platforms) are deeply investigated in order to formalize control schemas and the design of applications [11] , [12] . The adoption of lightweight robots mounted on such platforms is also relevant in order to interact with the surrounding environment [13] - [15] . In such scenario, the robot base dynamics compensation is necessary to avoid any instability or force overshoot, allowing to achieve high-precise interaction control. Some works take into account compliant robot bases in order to suppress any undesired oscillation at the robot FIGURE 1. Experimental setup for the proposed adaptive interaction controller validation. The proposed setup involves a KUKA iiwa 14 R820 manipulator mounted on a compliant base. The target industrial application is related to the H2020 CleanSky 2 EURECA project, in which the manipulator has to install with high-precision compliant components in the aircraft cabin scenario.
end-effector [16] - [18] . However, such works do not deal with force-tracking performance. Other works investigate interaction tasks in order to guarantee smooth transition from a free-space motion to contact with an unknown environment [19] or to tune the manipulator stiffness to the target one [20] , [21] . However, no work investigates the important issue of avoid force overshoots while taking into account the robot base elasticity.
C. WORK CONTRIBUTION
Authors have already investigated such control applications, both considering a fixed robot base [1] , [8] , [22] - [24] and a compliant robot base [14] , [25] , [26] . However, a linear dynamics has been considered in all the papers, requiring its parameters identification using additional external sensors.
In order to avoid any modeling/identification of the interacting environment, neither of the robot base, the aim of this paper is to design an adaptive interaction controller to track a reference interaction force achieving the avoidance of any overshoots during the task execution. Based on the impedance control, the proposed controller is capable to on-line adapt its parameters (a proportional force-tracking control gain and a derivative damping control gain) on the basis of the measured force, the force reference and the filtered force reference (shaping the bandwidth of the closed-loop system). The stability of the proposed controller has been derived considering a linear coupled dynamic system. The proposed controller has been applied to an industrial application. In particular, considering the H2020 CleanSky 2 EURECA project, an assembly task has been selected. A KUKA iiwa 14 R820 manipulator mounted on a compliant robot base (implementing linear/non linear dynamics) and equipped with a Robotiq gripper has been used. Experimental results show the avoidance of force-overshoots while achieving the target bandwidth. Results have been also compared with previous designed control methods, highlighting the improved performance.
II. CONTROLLER DESIGN
The proposed controller is composed by two control loops: an internal impedance controller and an external adaptive interaction controller. In the following, both the control loops are described. 
A. CARTESIAN IMPEDANCE CONTROL DYNAMICS

General
impedance matrices composed by both the traslational and rotational parts As described in [28] , on the basis of the robot dynamics, it is possible to design the Cartesian impedance control. In particular, the reference Cartesian accelerationẍ = [p;φ cd ] (wherep is the reference traslational acceleration, andφ cd is the reference angular acceleration) can be defined as:
The equivalent Cartesian behaviour of the controlled robot results in:
The KUKA iiwa 14 R820 enables a task space visco-elastic behavior (as for the previous KUKA LWR 4+ manipulator [29] ), with decoupled tunable stiffness and damping
ϕ z ) mass and inertia parameters can be experimentally identificated by following the procedure proposed in [30] . In particular, a position chirp has been imposed to the impedance control set-point x 0 r and the robot Cartesian position x r has been measured. The range of frequencies considered is 0 − 5.5 Hz. Only the main task direction X (see Section IV) has been investigated. However, the procedure can be applied to any Cartesian direction separatelly (since the Cartesian impedance control decouples the Cartesian degree of freedom -DoFs). The H 1 estimator has been used to evaluate the frequency response function (FRF) of the controlled robot:
where x is the input signal (i.e., the imposed impedance control set-point x 0 r,x ), y the output signal (i.e., the measured robot Cartesian position x r,x ), G xy the cross-power spectrum between input and output signals, G xx the auto spectrum of the input signal. The H 1 estimator has been selected due to the high noise on the output signal. Figure 2 . In particular, the natural frequencies f N of the controlled robot, varying together with the impedance control stiffness parameter, can be measured in order to calculate the impedance control mass M r,x = K r /(2πf N ) 2 . The estimation of the mass parameters are shown in Tables 1 and such values are necessary to implement the external adaptive interaction control loop described in the following section. 
General Notation
B. ADAPTIVE INTERACTION CONTROL DESIGN
f:
vector of measured robot forces
vector of reference robot forces f f :
vector of reference filtered robot forces LPF: low pass filter with user-defined bandwidth ω f e f :
force error vector, e f = f f − f G pf : diagonal adaptive gain matrix for force-tracking purposes G h : diagonal adaptive gain matrix for additional damping ratio calculation The control law here presented ( Figure 3 ) aims at on-line adapt the impedance control set-point in order to track a reference force during the execution of an interaction task (e.g., assembly task), while avoiding force-overshoots (that may compromise the task execution) and compensating the compliant robot base dynamics (that affects the interaction at the robot end-effector). On the basis of the reference force f d , its filtered value f f (obtained by processing the reference force f d with a low pass filter LPF) and the measured force f, an adaptive proportional control gain matrix G pf is, therefore, defined in order to achieve the target force-tracking capabilities (i.e., track the reference force f d while avoiding force overshoots and compensating the compliant robot dynamics):
where i identifies the update of a the i th diagonal element and α is a deformation gain for the calculus of G pf . On the basis of the reference force f d and the measured force f, an adaptive derivative control gain matrix G h is defined in order to adapt the damping of the closed-loop. The main idea is to have an increasing damping contribution while the reference force is reached. Therefore, the adaptive derivative control gain matrix G h can be defined as follows:
where h 0 is the target additional damping to be implemented when the reference force f d is tracked. The impedance control set-point is then defined as follows:
where
is the adaptive damping on-line calculated and K −1 r f f is a feedforward term. The developed control schema does not need to identify the dynamic model of the interacting environment, neither the model of the compliant robot base. In fact, based on the definition of G pf in (4) and G h in (5), the impedance control setpoint x 0 r is adapted on-line to obtain the target performance. The proposed control schema is applied to the traslational DoFs, while rotational DoFs set-point is kept constant as in many industrial tasks (e.g., assembly tasks, polishing tasks).
III. CONTROLLER STABILITY ANALYSIS A. INTERACTION DYNAMICS MODELING
To prove the stability of the proposed controller, the linear interaction dynamics shown in Figure 4 has been taken into account in the following. The proposed controller has also been experimentally validated in Section IV taking into account non-linear compliant robot bases and interacting environment. 
1) COMPLIANT ENVIRONMENT DYNAMICS
Denoting x e , D e and K e as the environment position, damping and stiffness, a simplified environment dynamics can be modeled as [31] :
where x 0 e = x e − x 0 e the equilibrium position for the environment, and f e is the force exerted on the environment. Without loss of generality, the equilibrium position of the environment can be imposed equal to zero, i.e., x 0 e = 0. Such model considers local small deformations of the interacting environment and small/limited accelerations (i.e.,ẍ e −→ 0, negligible inertia term). The accelerationẍ e (and the inertia term related to M e ) can be taken into account in the environment model if needed.
2) COMPLIANT ROBOT BASE DYNAMICS
Considering that light-weight manipulators can apply limited forces to a target environment (30 - 150 N , i. e., introducing small deformations on the compliant structure), the robot base dynamics can be always linearized in the task operating condition. Therefore, a compliant platform can be modeled considering its relevant N eigenmodes. Moreover, considering the limited bandwidth achievable by the controller to ensure safety while executing the target task, only the dominant eigenmode (at low-frequency) is considered to model the robot base dynamics (i.e., higher-frequency eigenmodes are negligible). Thus, a simple mass M b -spring K b -damper D b model describes properly the robot base dynamics [32] :
where x 0 b = x b − x 0 b is the equilibrium position for the robot base, and f b is the interaction force between the compliant robot base and the robot. Without loss of generality, the equilibrium position of the robot base can be imposed equal to zero, i.e., x 0 b = 0. Such model can be extended also to mobile platforms. In fact, interaction tasks (such as assembly, disassembly, sampling, polishing, drilling tasks) are commonly operated by stopping the mobile platform (i.e., by braking the wheels). In such configuration, the elasticity introduced by the mobile platform (the series of the main body, wheel structure, tyre) can be modeled as an equivalent massspring -damper system to the purpose of the interaction control according to the above assumption. An approach considering a mass -spring -damper modeling of the tyre -soil system can be found in [33] .
3) COUPLED DYNAMICS
The following assumptions are considered:
Assumption 1: Small rotations are considered such that the environment pose results in x e = x b + x r . This assumption is valid in many interaction tasks, such as assembly, disassembly, sampling, polishing, drilling tasks, where the task is mainly defined in a target direction.
Assumption 2: The energy dissipation at the contact is neglectable such that the exchanged forces at interaction points remain unaltered (i.e., f r = −f e = −f), and the accelerations of the robot mass are neglectable.
Assumption 3:
e ) are either constant or varying at low rate (at least one decade lower than the response of the controlled system).
Assumption 4: Based on Section II-A, the Cartesian impedance controller can be modeled as a 6 DoFs decoupled mass -spring -damper system. Therefore, even considering a compliant robot mounting, the controlled manipulator parameters M r , D r and K r are superimposed to the classical robot dynamics by the Cartesian impedance control. In such a way, the floating robot mass is equal to M r and can be concentrated at the robot end-effector. The same is applied to the controlled robot stiffness.
Assumption 5: The robot base mass M b is defined only by the moving parts composing to the compliant robot mounting.
The coupled system dynamics takes into account the absolute position x b of the compliant robot base and the relative position of the robot x r with respect to x b as DoFs. The potential energy V , the kinetic energy T and the dissipation D (quantities are referred to scalar notation; the extension to matrix notation is straightforward having a decoupled system) can then be derived:
Thus, under the defined assumptions, applying the Lagrangian approach [34] , the coupled dynamics of Figure 4 results in (considering the matrix expression):
B. LIAPUNOV STABILITY
Considering a single Cartesian DoF (i.e., scalar quantities since the Cartesian impedance control allows to decouple the Cartesian DoFs), the Lyapunov stabilities conditions have to be satisfy in order to prove the closed-loop system stability. On the basis of (9), the positive scalar Lyapunov function candidate is defined as:
The Lyapunov function candidate is therefore defined as:
V Ly has to satisfy the first Lyapunov stability condition:
Since all the quantities in (12) are in a quadratic form and stiffness/mass matrices are positive definite, (13) is satisfied. The derivativeV Ly :
has to satisfy the second Lyapunov stability condition: (14) can be write as follows:
r − 2D eẋrẋb < 0 (16) Considering the linearization of the first equation in (10) (that can be computed at each time step taking into account the current state of the manipulator), we can define the transfer function G(s) between x b and x r and its inverse Laplace transform H (t):
The inverse transform of X b (s) is therefore:
Using Tonelli's theorem it is possible to write:
The norm H 1 corresponds to the maximum value M of the inverse transform of (17), that we can evaluate based on the parameters of the global system we are working with. Moreover, having a limitation x r on x r (imposed by limiting the control action of the impedance control) we obtain:
Defining Z =ẋ r ẋ r p and the definition in (20) , the second Lyapunov condition has to be satisfied referring to the new Z variable:
Such condition can be easily satisfy by imposing the impedance control damping D r in order to have a critical damped impedance control behavior. A procedure to automatize the updating of the impedance control damping D r in case of instabilities generation can also be designed. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION A. SETUP DESCRIPTION
An assembly task ( Figure 1 ) has been considered for the control validation. The assembly application has a main task direction (X direction), common situation in many industrial tasks. A KUKA iiwa 14 R820 manipulator equipped with a Robotiq gripper as been used as a test-platform. The KUKA iiwa 14 R820 has been mounted on a compliant base, implementing three different behaviors ( B. RESULTS Figure 6 shows the interaction forces with respect to the experimental set-up shown in Figure 5 (a) . The plots show the tracking performance of the proposed controller, capable to avoid any overshoot while achieving the target bandwidth specified by ω f . Figure 7 shows the interaction forces with respect to the experimental set-up shown in Figure 5 (b) . The plots show the tracking performance of the proposed controller. Only the plot related to ω f = 12.56[rad/s] shows a limited force overshoot. Figure 8 shows the interaction forces with respect to the experimental set-up shown in Figure 5 (c). The plots show the tracking performance of the proposed controller. Force overshoots are displayed, while stability is achieved. In order to reduce/avoid force overshoots, the control parameter α = 0.01 has been used in the same experiment and the related experimental results are shown in Figure 9 . Plot (a) shows the force overshoots avoidance, while plots (b) and (c) show a reduction of the force overshoots.
C. RESULTS COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS DESIGNED METHODS
In this Sections, obtained control performance are compared with previous developed controllers.
In [25] the force overshoots issue has not been taken into account in the developed controller. Although the proposed control method is capable to track a target force reference while compensating for the compliant robot base dynamics, force overshoots are shown in the experimental results.
In [14] and [26] the force overshoot issue has been taken into account only considering a linear dynamics modeling the interacting environment and the compliant robot base. Moreover, both the control methods require the estimation of the interaction dynamics parameters, increasing the complexity of the proposed methodology and requiring external sensors to perform the identification procedure (e.g., accelerometers). In addition, the control performance are, therefore, affected by such parameters estimation.
Comparing the performance of the here proposed controller with the controller in [14] , it can be highlighted that the achievable closed-loop bandwidth has been improved. In fact, experimental results in [14] show a maximum closedloop bandwidth of 0.66 Hz. The here proposed method allows to achieved a closed-loop bandwidth of 2 Hz with the same experimental setup.
Therefore, the here proposed control allows to improve the control performance while avoiding any estimation of the interaction dynamics parameters and any use of external additional sensor. In such a way, the control performance are not affected by external observers or models. Moreover, the proposed method allows to adapt the control gains during the task execution, achieving the target control performance even considering an evolving interaction dynamics.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an adaptive interaction controller has been proposed in order to deal with a compliant base unknown dynamics. Avoiding any estimation of the environment dynamics, neither of the compliant robot base dynamics, the proposed controller is capable to on-line adapt its behavior, achieving the tracking of a force reference. The impedance control setpoint is on-line calculated, adapting the control parameters on the basis of the measured interaction. The stability of the proposed controller has been theoretically proven and experimental results show the controller performance (considering linear and non-linear robot base dynamics). Results have also been compared with previous developed control strategies, highlighting the improved control performance.
Future work will consider visual servoing to improve the autonomy of the manipulator. In such a way, a position feedback can also be included in the control law in order to correct the robot positioning during the assembly execution. Moreover, mobile platforms will be taken into account and the control algorithm will be extended to a human-robot co-operative application (e.g., a co-manipulation task).
